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ImEI (International Mobile Equipment Identity) is a unique set of 15 digits used on GSM phones to identify them. Because the SIM card is user-related and can be replaced from phone to phone, a method of tracking the hardware itself is required, which is why IMEI was developed. Mathematical nerds will enjoy how they are calculated -
the first 14 digits are decided by the GSM association, and the final test figure is calculated using the so-called Formula Moon - the crazy math of base-8, which mere mortals, like most of us, do not understand and do not want to understand. You can see your Android phone's IMEI by looking in the settings of the phone if you're
interested. (Or on the box, if you still have. That's the real question, isn't it. Because it's not easy to change your phone's IMEI (and perhaps even illegal - check your local laws) it's also used to track phones that have been involved in criminal activity, and the UK in particular has a convenient database of phones used for this purpose. that
it has access to your personal information, and IMEI can be used to track the device in a remote database. It sounds pretty scary, but it's an easy way (though not necessarily the best way) for app developers to keep a database of settings online for your phone in their app. Let's say you tag a bunch of favorites in the wallpaper app. These
favorites are stored in a small database file on the Internet, and when connected to the app it reads your IMEI number to find your preferences. Not a perfect method, but it's easy. And lastly, now that we know a little more about IMEI numbers, they will soon be changed to IMEISV numbers. The usage scenarios are the same, but the data
structure and calculation method are different. IMEISV gets rid of the check digit (and its complex Luhn formulation) in favor of the two digits used to number the software version. Like everything else in the mobile space, network identification is changing rapidly. Check out the full Android Dictionary Photo: ShutterstockTech 911Tech
911Do Do you have a technical question to keep you up at night? We would like to answer it! The electronic david.murphy@lifehacker.com with Tech 911 in the subject line. It's never fun to lose your phone, but it can get worse. While Androids and iPhones have protection that you can use to block or otherwise find a device when you
misplace it, or when someone swipes it, it's of little use to you if you do you even log into your online account to activate them. The setup seems a bit strange, I know, but I can absolutely see this being a matter for forgetful phone owners, perhaps even older people who don't use their phones for very much or, for whatever reason, never
had to re-authenticate into their accounts after the first time they created them. No matter how such situations happen, they happen. Take Dulaj's Lifehacker reader, for example: I lost my iPhone 6s Plus. If you can help me, I'll appreciate it. I forgot my iCloud username and password. But I have an IMEI number. Can you help me block it
forever? You are welcome! I think the best advice I can give you, first, is that it shouldn't be very difficult to regain access to your iCloud account. Your username is either your email address or phone number, and chances are good that this is your main email address if you've been bouncing around services for the past few years. I'd try
using Apple's Apple Recover Apple ID tool to find your Apple ID and you can enter that here to start the password reset process. It doesn't take you long to enter any ol' email addresses you can still access the Apple tool. You can also search for Apple emails, such as app purchase receipts, to confirm that a particular email account is
linked to your Apple ID. G/O Media can get a commissionif it doesn't help, or you don't want to do it, then you're somewhat out of luck. Apple can't do anything about the IMEI number - the device's serial number, essentially. To phrase it differently, there is nothing you can do with an IMEI number that magically unlock some versions of
Find My Card for your lost phone. What happens when someone else blocks your iPhone and demands that you do something in order to recover... More What you can do with this number, call your local police and report your phone as stolen if you assume what happened and you otherwise don't just misplace your phone in your home
or car. Similarly, you can call your mobile operator to report the stolen phone, and giving them IMEI will allow them to blacklist. While it doesn't help you get the device back if it was actually stolen, it will at least make it impossible for anyone else to use it, at least cellular functionality. (Here's hoping that your iPhone 6S Plus used lock
activation, too.) It's also a great time to remind you and everyone else that you really should check your IMEI device against the big blacklists before buying it. While As the one I have just linked, may be useful, the best option is to call your carrier directly and check that your future device's IMEI is not blacklisted. I'd even go one step
further and only agree to meet a seller at one of your carrier's physical stores- not only that enhancing the security of your deal, but you'll be able to check your phone works perfectly before coughing up cash. You have a technical question if you At night? Tired of troubleshooting in Windows or Mac? Looking for tips on apps, browser
extensions, or utilities for a specific task? Let us know! Tell us in the comments below or email david.murphy@lifehacker.com. Each android device has a unique number International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI). You may need this number when working with an operator or device manufacturer. There are several ways to find this --
here are both. What is IMEI? IMEI means international identification of mobile equipment. In other words, it's a unique identifier for your exact phone. Every mobile phone out there today has one, and each one is unique. Just like humans, there aren't two of the same. Doesn't that make your phone's IMEI feel special? ImEI numbers are
14-16 digits long, most of which consist of 14 digits and the final check figure. IMEIs are used by both carriers and manufacturers for tracking purposes. For example, if you send your phone for repair, this is how you will know that you are getting your phone back (rather than any other phone). IMEIs are broken down using the format 11-
222222-33333-4, where the first and second sections determine make and models, and the third is specific to that particular phone. The fourth, as mentioned above, confirms that IMEI complies with distribution and approval guidelines. Now that we have that little story aside, here's how to find yours. The easiest way: Vweh #06 in Dialer
Since there are many different manufacturers with different skins out there, IMEI can be hard to find in the settings menu. So the easiest thing to do is to light the set and enter the following: #06 As soon as the final, IMEI information should pop up. Maybe it's easier? More complicated way: Check your device's settings menu If you're
gluttonous for punishment (or just can't remember the code for the set and don't want to search for this most excellent post), then you can also find this information in your phone settings menu. But that's where it gets tricky: depending on the make, model, and Android version, IMEI information can lurk in different places. In the Pixel
warehouse, for example, you'll find it in the settings of the phone. Scroll down and you'll see it. On Samsung Galaxy devices, you'll also find it in the settings of the phone, but it's in the top section. On OnePlus phones, it's in the settings of the phone's zgt; the phone. One last note: Should you keep your IMEI private? You may have noticed
that I blurred the unique identity section of all the screenshots above. While IMEI is not something that should be considered ultra-private, it is something you should not broadcast. Like everything else that uniquely identifies the item in question - serial number, VIN car, etc. - is something that can be used for unforeseen reasons. For
example, clean can be tampered with and used to make the stolen device seem legitimate. Legal. this is just one example. So he should probably go without saying, but don't hand YOUR IMEI to anyone unless there's a good reason for them to have it. If you're not sure why they want it, ask. If the reason sounds sketchy, be dubious. But
there is a situation where you have to share your device's IMEI: when you sell it. This will allow the potential buyer to do a proper study over the phone and confirm that it is both clean and compatible with their carrier. So you go. Go. mobileuncle tools imei repair. mobileuncle tools imei change. mobileuncle tools imei değiştirme. como usar
mobileuncle tools imei. cambiar imei con mobileuncle tools. restaurar imei mobileuncle tools. download mobileuncle mtk imei write tools. reparar imei mobileuncle tools
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